Analysis of existing research work indicates that preference for implementation of queries to structured data is given to parallel DBMS. MapReduce (MR) is perceived as supplementary to DBMS technology. We attempt to figure out behavior pattern of parallel rowstorage DBMS and MR system Hadoop on the example of Join task depending on the variation of the parameters that in other authors' experiments do not vary or differ from ours. This article presents detailed process models for table joins in the parallel row-storage DBMS and MRsystem, as well as the results of detailed calculation experiments performed on these models. The models were set up for various scalability schemes for MR (number of nodes) and DMBS (data volume in a node) and fragmentation of the joined tables by the primary key. The following parameters were varied: queried data selectivity, number of sorted resulting records and cardinality of the grouping attribute. The modeling results showed that with the increase of the stored data volume parallel DBMS starts losing against MR-system at certain thresholds. . KEY WORDS
Introduction
MapReduce (MR) technology was created for processing of huge unstructured text data volumes on computer clusters with the number of nodes of more than 1,000 [11] .
Authors in [12] on concrete test examples demonstrate that MR system loses to parallel DBMS on performance of structured data processing. Performance differences of MR and DBMS can be explained by a set of reasons [13] . The use of DBMS does not require record parsing in an application program. It uses efficient compression algorithms, conveyers, planning, and column-based storage (in column-storage DBMS). The experiments were performed on 100 nodes and were extrapolated by the authors [12] to 1,000 nodes (authors clarified though that this statement could not be verified). At the same time MR loses to DBMS on fault tolerance [12, 1] .
Publication [13] confirms the conclusions of an earlier publication [12] of the same authors and comes to a conclusion that MR systems are more like extracttransform-load (ETL) systems. They load and process in an unpredictable mode large volumes of data. In this capacity MR technology adds to DBMS but does not compete with it.
It is also pointed out in [13] that many DBMS support User-defined functions (UDF). They can serve as an equivalent to map and reduce functions used in MR systems. These functions can be used to implement operations that are easily expressed by SQL. A new approach to UDF implementation is proposed in [2] . It is called SQL/MapReduce (SQL/MR) and it allows overcoming many limitations of the traditional UDF mechanism.
The major idea of the HadoopDB project [1] (MR and DBMS hybrid) is in the use of MR in the capacity of a coordinator and telecommunications layer for a set of nodes with single-node PostgresSQL DBMS instances. The queries are provided in SQL, translated in MR by extended existing tools (Hadoop Hive) and then as much work as possible is relayed to high-performance singlenode DBMS. The test queries in [12] demonstrate that HadoopDB performs better than Hadoop but worse than parallel DBMS.
Based on the reviewed publications parallel DBMS is preferred for implementation of queries to structured data. MR technology is viewed as supplementary to DBMS technology. This conclusion is based on the results of the experiments published in [12] . We do not question the results of the experiments. However, analysis of the experimental stand's architecture and the tested queries composition raises a number of questions:
1. The experiments were carried out with the number of nodes from 1 to 100. Authors in [12] conclude that on 100 nodes two parallel DBMS will perform various analytical tasks faster than MR. Examples of parallel DBMS with the number of nodes less than 100 and volume of 1-2 PB are provided. It has to be noted that the overall volume of data has weak influence on the query execution time. Selectivity of data linked to the query is very important. The selectivity in many test examples was quite low (task Selection, task Join, etc).
2. Almost all tested SELECT queries did not include such important operation as ordering of the result records. Only the Join task (item 4.3.4) used "ORDER BY" with just one record in the result (LIMIT 1).
3. Table UserVisits in the Join task was fragmented not by the primary key but by the join attribute destURL. This gives an additional advantage to parallel DBMS as it allows avoiding exchange between nodes when performing table join (SHUFFLE operation is not executed). This fragmentation affects execution time of the other queries. For example, when search by other attributes is performed the query execution time may increase as data exchange between computers is possible.
In this article we try to see on the Join task example from [12] how parallel row-storage DBMS and MR system Hadoop will behave provided parameters, which were different or varied slightly in [12] , are varied in a broader range. These are scaling of MR (number of nodes) and DBMS (data volume in a node), selectivity of the search attributes, result record sorting, increase of the group attribute cardinality along with the increase of the stored data volume, table fragmentation by the primary key.
DBMS selection is based on the fact that most of the commercial parallel DBMS are row-based (Teradata, DB2, etc). While the most popular MR system is Hadoop -open source project by Yahoo! and Apache Software Foundation [11, 13] . Selection of the Join task is based on the ability to use in one query all basic SQL operations: selection, join, aggregation, projection, grouping and sorting.
Certainly, implementation of an experiment on 1,000 and more nodes and large data volumes is very challenging as the cost of the stand increases dramatically and so is the time to perform the test and process the results.
Our earlier work [3, 4] proposed an approach for the table join time estimation in parallel DBMS with Nested Loop Join and Hash Join based on the basis of LaplaceStieltjes transform (LST). However, the models proposed in this earlier work do not take into account a set of important parameters and some specifics of DBMS query processing.
This work presents more detailed process models for table join in parallel row-storage DBMS and MR system. In order to make the model adequate the analytical models received an additional parameter of a Short Logical Operation of an Algorithm (SLOA) that allowed calibrating the models based on the experiments in [12] . Calculating experiments on these models were carried out and dependencies of the average time of Join task and parallel DBMS and MR system were analyzed.
Network Model
Let us assume that in order to implement join operation of two large tables a network with the structure presented on Figure 1 is used. Here "k" is the number of the switches linked into a ring. Every switch has n/k ports which are used to connect to nodes (computers). Figure 2 presents a model of a network as a queueing network (from queueing theory). The circle on the figure denotes resources: node disks, switch ports, the ring linking the switches. Table join operation in parallel systems is split into phases. For each phase the nodes exchange with a few files (or their parts). Each phase is over upon completion of these files transfer.
Let us assume that all nodes are equal and work in parallel and let us look at the process of file transfer between nodes. File records (see label 1 on Figure 2 ) are read from a disk of a node. These records are transferred to a switch (label 2). Part of the records is transferred to other nodes of the same switch (label 2), while the rest is transferred to other switches of the ring (label 4). The data reaches the port of the receiving node (label 5) and is stored on the disk (label 6). Let us assume that read and write disks are different disks on each node.
If the input buffer of some resource is overflowed then the data transfer from the other resource is put on hold. So, the file transfer time is defined as the time to transfer data through a resource the load of which is equal to 1, i.e. through the slowest resource.
The throughput capacity of a disk (read), switch port (output), switching matrix of the switches, the linking ring, switch port (input), disk (write) will be represented by  DR ,  PW ,  N1 ,  N2 ,  PR ,  DW (in bytes per second). These resources (except switching matrix) are represented in the model as a service apparatus (SA) and its queue (see Figure 2 ). The read disk does not have a queue. Every switch port has input and output queue, i.e. it is assumed that the port has duplex capability. The average time of data transfer for all interim files of the system on a certain phase of the database query execution (table join operation) can be estimated by the following expression:
where k is the number of switches, V F -file volume read from a node disk, p=(n-1)/n -the fraction of the data volume evenly transferred from one node to another, (1-p) -is a fraction of the data, which is read from a disk and is remaining in the node for processing, n -overall number of nodes in the network.
This formula represents the data transfer time through the most loaded resource. We would like to remind that all nodes are equal and work in parallel.
Two Tables Join Process Model in Parallel Row-Storage DBMS
Originally all tables in a database are fragmented by an attribute or a group of attributes and these fragments are stored on different nodes of a parallel DBMS [3] . The process of SQL query execution in a parallel DBMS can be represented by the following steps [3] : 1) generation of a consequent plan of query execution, 2) replication of the query execution plan to all nodes of the system, 3) query processing on fragmented tables, and 4) union of the produced data.
A typical SQL query for table R1 and R2 join is presented below: SELECT R1.A1X, f1(атр1) as agr1, f2(атр2) as agr2, ..., fq(атрq) as agrq FROM R1, R2 WHERE R1.A11 = R2.A21 AND condition on R1 AND condition on R2
(
Here f1, f2 ... are some aggregate functions (AVG, SUM etc.).
Let us assume that table R2 is fragmented by the attribute A21 (this is the primary key of the table), while table R1 is not. In other words, R1 is fragmented by the primary key, which is not the join attribute. Attribute R1.A11 is the foreign key (FK). This is a typical case when R2 and R1 has the 1:M reference. Figure 3 provides a schema of the query execution for join in a parallel DBMS. The process of query execution is spilt into 4 phases. The start of each phase on different nodes is synchronized by a control node. Phase 1. Since the R1 table is not fragmented by the join attribute the operation execution during the record read on this table the data is processed by the exchange operator which parses the records and performs exchange between processes or nodes (label 1 on Figure 3 ). The node also receives records from other nodes (label 2) and stores them on a disk (label 3). R2 table is fragmented by the join attribute and records, read from the fragments of the table, processed on every node locally.
Phase 2. At this stage R1 and R2 tables are joined. For unsorted large tables the query optimizer as a general rule selects hash join (HJ) method. Depending on the hash area size it can select one of the following options: optimal join (optimal), hash join in one pass (onepass), and multiple pass join (multipass) [10] . The last option is practically not used as DBMS attempts to modify it to match the second option.
Let us first look at the optimal join ( Figure 3 , phase 2, fragment on the right, labels 4-10). The records from the first table have small size (this table is called creating  table) are read from the database and hashed by the join attribute (label 4 on Figure 3 , fragment on the right). DBMS builds hash partitions for these records in the RAM (label 6) as well as specialized index improving access time to hash partition records (label 5). After that the records of the second table are read from the database, which is called a probe table (label 7). For the value of the join attribute the hash function value is calculated and the hash partition number of the creating table is defined for that record. It is also used to determine the list of pointers to hash-partition records using the index built earlier (label 8). Further the value of the current record attribute of the probed table is compared with the values of attributes of all records corresponding hash partition of the creating table (label 9). In case the values are equal the results of the join are stored on the disk (label 10). In case the required partition of the table is not in RAM the records of the corresponding hash partition of the probe table are also stored on a disk (label 7). Further the couples of the partitions of the creating and probe tables are read from the disk (labels 8, 9) and their records are compared by the join attribute. In case the values are equal the result of the records join are stored on the disk (label 10).
Phase 3. At this stage records produced at the previous step are sorted on each node (label 11 on Figure 3 ); these records are stored onto a disk (label 12). Despite certain specifics of the external sort operation in the databases the general idea for large record array sorting is the following: records partitions of the resulting table are allocated (partitions); they are sorted in RAM (in-memory sort); sorted partitions are merged (merge) until one sorted file is obtained [9] . Phase 4. During this phase files with sorted records are transferred through the network to one node (labels 13 and 14 on Figure 3 ) and are stored on a disk (label 15). Further sort/merge of these files in RAM is performed by join of the same aggregates (label 16) and the results of the query execution are stored in the database (label 17).
Two Tables Join Process in MapReduce
MR-algorithm that implements join operation (2) has to be split into three phases [12] . All these phases are implemented together as one MR-algorithm, however next phase is not performed before the previous one is finished. Figure 4 provides the functional schema of MR operations by phases. Phase 1. During this phase R1 and R2 records that do not satisfy the search criteria are rejected and the remaining records are joined.
Map function. L copies of the Map function is executed on each node (label 2, labels on Figure 4 are underlined), each of which reads R1 and R2 table records from HDFS file system in key/value pairs (label 1). (A11, 1) where A11 is the value of join attribute, 1 is the indicator of the R1 record. R2 records are stored with the complex key (A21, 2) where A21 is the value of the join attribute, 2 is the indicator of the R2 records. Further the first part (A11 and A21) of the complex key will be denoted as a key.
Every Map function has an allocated RAM area (by default it has 100 MB size). When buffer use exceeds certain threshold (by default 80%), a special background task is launched. It splits the buffer into separate partitions and sorts each partition by the key (in-memory sort). Upon that every partition of the buffer is stored on a disk into a file (spill to disk) (label 4). The record belongs to partition I if h(A11 or A21)=I, where h -is a hash function. Usually the number of partitions s is equal to the number of nodes in a cluster, i.e. s=n. Thus the total number of sorted files that will be saved on a disk in the process of all Map functions execution on a node will be equal to rsL, where
V is the total volume of input data produced by one instance of Map function; V B RAM buffer size; P T buffer threshold; L is the number of Map instances running on one node.
Note: In case the Combiner feature is used (it is off by default) then every partition created in the RAM buffer is provided the Reduce function input and then Reduce function execution results are stored on a disk (see label 4). For some tasks this allows reducing the volume of the processed data. However for this case of table join this feature has to be turned off.
After processing of all input records by Map function the node starts a special procedure. It sorts the records in each partition i=1...s and merges them into one file (merge on disk). For that a procedure allocates rL blocks (buffers) in RAM (one per each file of partition i) (label 5). Than it reads records from file I belonging to resource I into the first block, from file (s+i) into the second block, and so on. Each block has records sorted at the previous stage. Thus the first records of these blocks are compared by the key (rL comparisons). The record with the minimal key value is put into disk buffer (one movement) (label 6). The rest of the records of that block are shifted to the right (the block works as a stack). Then the first records are compared again rL blocks by key, and so on. If the records in one of the blocks are over then this block gets new records from the linked file. Upon completion the processing rL files the sorted resulting file of partition i is stored. As the result s sorted files are created (one per partition) (label 7).
Reduce function. Upon completion of all Map functions MR system issues an order, the node opens the files prepared by Map (see label 7 on Figure 4 ), reads them and sends records to the nodes where Reduce function is executed (labels 8, 9, 10). File F ji (j= 1...n, i= 1...s) is moved from node j to the node where instance i of the Reduce function is executed. So, the records with the same key values will certainly be processed by the same Reduce function. The node receives the records, stores them in files (label 11) and merges them into one sorted array. To do that the source files are grouped into groups of u size. The algorithm for sort/merge in a group (label 12) is similar to the one reviewed earlier (see label 6). Received files (label 13) are read and sorted/merged in RAM (label 14). One sorted stream of records is produced (by R1.A11 and R2.A21 field values) and then without interim storage is transferred to Reduce function input.
The Reduce function performs records join by the keys (A11, 1) and (A21, 2) and equality of stored A11 and A21 values (label 15). The join method matches the SMJ join method that is used in the relational databases (the records in the input stream are already sorted). Reduce function outputs into the file system new key/value pairs: A1X/(attr1, attr2, … attrq) -see query (2) (label 16). It can be noted that MapReduce has powerful records sort mechanism (see Figure 4) . The sort operation is executed at four different levels (see labels 3, 5, 10, 13) in cluster nodes' RAM.
Phase 2. The aggregate attribute attr1, ..., attrq values are calculated during this phase (see query (2)) on the basis of A1X key values, generated during the phase 1. During the second phase the Reduce function is used to merge all records in one node with the same value A1X.
Map function. Each node starts Map function (label 2 on the Figure 4 ) that inputs key/value A1X/(attr1, attr2, ..., attrq) stored in HDFS on the first phase, and then returns them as the result of the function execution.
Reduce function. For each A1X attribute value this function aggregates attr1, attr2, ..., attrq attributes (see query (2) ), see label 15 on Figure 4 . Each instance derives records with agr1 key and record-value (A1X, agr2, ..., agrq) (see label 16).
Phase 3. During this concluding phase only one Reduce function has to be defined. This function uses the output data of the precious phase in order to get Y records sorted by the agr1 value (see query (2)).
Map function. The Map function is executed on each node (label 2 on Figure 4 ) that receives key/value records agr1/(A1X, agr2, ..., agrq) stored HDFS on the second phase and then returns it as the function value.
Reduce function. Only one instance of this function is executed on one node; it reads all records sorted by the agr1 value and stores the first Y records in HDFS.
General Approach to Estimation of the Join Task Average Execution Time
We cannot provide here all formulas due their high quantity. Below we develop the general approach on estimation of the Join task average execution time for R1 and R2 join (see (2)) on one of the sub-phases (Map and Reduce for MR) or phase (for DBMS). In order to illustrate the approach we chose Map sub-phase of the phase 1 (Figure 4 
The record read and Map function processing are performed consequently (label 1 and 2 on Figure 4) ; buffer records processing and their storage in the files is performed in the background, i.e. in parallel (labels 3 and 4) (the first max component of the formula). Similarly the partition records read operation and records processing (sort) is performed consequently (labels 5 and 6), while their output into the resulting files in parallel (label 7) (the second max component). Let us provide some comments on formula (4): t Z is the time for distribution of Map and Reduce function throughout the nodes of the system; V 1 , V 2 are the volumes of R1 and R2 tables that are stored in one system node; (V 1 +V 2 )/L is the volume of R1 and R2 tables that are read by one Map function from the NDFS file system; L is the Map functions number that are executed on one node; V 1P , V 2P are the volumes of the source tales R1 and R2 projections on the attribute sets R1.A11, R2.A21, R1.A1X, attr1, attr2, ..., attrq (see query (2)); p 1 and p 2 are the fractions of the table R1 and R2 records satisfying the search condition;  DR1 is the throughput of the NDFS file system for read operations;  DW2 and  DW3 are the throughputs of the local disks for write operations;  DR2 is the throughput of the local disk for read operations; t PR11 is the processor time for input data processing for Map function; t PR12 is the processor time for records sort in RAM (sort); t PR13 is the processor time for sort/merge of each partition records.
Similarly we derived expressions for the other subphases of the query execution (2) in MR or DBMS phases. At the same time we took into account delays from the data exchange between computers (see (1) ).
In order to derive formulas for processor components t PRij we took into account details of the corresponding processes (see Figure 3 , 4) and SLOA parameter used for calibration purposes. Here is a simple example:
where  is calibrated average time for execution of one SLOA, Q i is the number of records in Ri table,  1i is the number of SLOA executed by Map function during the analysis of Ri table record (calculated).
The beginning of any sub-phase execution (MR) and phase execution (DBMS) on different nodes is synchronized. Thus the query execution time in MR is equal to the sum of all six execution sub-phases (see chapter 4), while the DBMS query execution time is equal to the sum of time of all four phases (see chapter 3).
Tables Join Average Time Comparison for the Parallel DBMS and MapReduce
In order to calibrate the models we will use the experiments performed for Join in [12, This query corresponds to the SELECT query (2) reviewed above:
R2 is Rankings AS R (page rank); R1 is UserVisits AS UV (user access to a page); R1.A1X is the source IP (user IP address); f1(attr1) is AVG(pageRank) is the average page rank; f2(attr2) is SUM(adRevenue) is the summary revenue; q=2; R1.A11 is UV.destURL (page accessed by a user); R2.A21 is R.pageURL (page address); R1 condition is UV.visitDate BETWEEN Date('2000-01-15') AND Date('2000-01-22'), condition on R2 is no; Y=1 (LIMIT).
Models calibration gave the following processor time values for SLOAS (short logical operation of an algorithm): DBMS -= 210 -8 sec, MapReduce - = 1,610 -8 sec. Figure 5 and 6 provide results of the calculation experiments for a DBMS and for MapReduce (MR) technology.
Unlike the experiments provided in [12, item 4.3.4 ] during the modeling it was taken into account that parallel record DBMS joined tables were fragmented by their primary keys. This assumption is the most likely. Further during the MR experiments it was taken into account that the number of nodes is n= 100÷1,900 with the step of 200. The processed data volumes of the UserVisits and Rankings tables in each node remained unchanged (parameters V 1 , Q 1 , V 2 , Q 2 are table volumes and numbers of records).
Since the parallel DBMS is generally installed on the systems with the number of nodes less than 100 [12, 1] , DBMS modeling did not change the number of nodes n= 100.
However the volume of the processed tables UserVisits and Rankings was varied on each node: mV 1 , mQ 1 , mV 2 , mQ 2 , m= 1÷19.
As it was expected with the low selectivity UV.visitDate attribute (selectivity = range in the query / all available range) and limit for the number of sorted resulting records (Y=1) the parallel DBMS showed radically better time of the query execution (see Figure  5a ). The major fraction of time for MR is spent on Map function execution on the first phase (this is supported by the experimental results). However at n>4,500 (m>45) MapReduce shows better result than a DBMS (the graph does not reflect this).
With the low selectivity of UV.visitDate attribute and no limit for the number of sorted resulting records (Y=n/l -no limit) the MR technology begins to win at n>1,500 (m>15) (Figure 5b ). This can be explained by the fact that during the fourth phase the DBMS has to perform sort/join of a large number of records produced by all n=100 nodes (T F4 = 1,500 sec at m=19). At the same time the MR record that have to be sorted and aggregated are distributed over the large number of nodes and the required operations are executed in parallel (thus T M3 +T R3 = 25,6 sec at n= 1,900).
At the average selectivity (p 1 ) of attribute UV.visitDate the MR technology starts to win over DBMS starting at n>900 (m>9) for Y=1 and n>100 (m>1) for Y= no limit (see Figure 6 a, b) . This can be explained by an abrupt time increase of the table hash-join operation execution in DBMS.
In case of high level of selectivity for attribute UV.visitDate (p 1 =1), i.e. when indices are not used and all records of the joined table are from the database, then at n>300 (m>3) MapReduce's win becomes significant. The time for the table hash-join and nodes-to-nodes exchange gradually increases for a DBMS, which is explained by the fact that tables UserVisits are not fragmented by the join attribute (T F1 =9,500 sec, T F2 = 25,341 sec at Y=1 and m= 19). The read and record parsing time increases for MR as well as the records read/write, transfer through the network and their join/sort and the records aggregation time in the nodes (T M1 =2,560 sec, T R1 =4,090 sec, T M2 =625 sec, T R2 =1,770 sec at Y=1 and n=1,900).
Query execution time was analyzed for the case of proportional increase of the group attribute UV.sourceIP cardinality: I A1X = m2,510 +6 , m=1÷19. At the average selectivity of the UV.visitDate attribute and Y=1 the MR technology is preferable at n>800 (m>8). With no limit for the number of sorted resulting records (Y=n/l) MR starts to win over the DBMS at the n>100 (m>1).
Conclusion
1. Query (2) execution process models were developed for table join of parallel row-storage DBMS and MR-system Hadoop. They take into account features of data exchange between nodes, hash and sort mechanisms as well as many other features of process execution in these two environments.
2. Comparison of the average table join time for DBMS and MR was performed. On relatively small processed data volumes DBMS shows advantage. However with the increase of data volumes DBMS loses its advantage and MR technology starts winning on performance (see Figure  5 and 6). This contradicts to the opinion of some authors [12] that MR systems cannot compete with parallel DBMS on performance of structured data processing.
3. As a part of the future work we plan to develop adequate mathematical models for SQL/MR [2] and MR/SQL [1] systems and perform experiments for comparison.
